**CHAFE GUARD**
Because Your Boat Deserves the Best!

- Prevent wear and tear on your lines!
- Don’t lose your boat in a storm for lack of a Chafe Guard.
- Fits through chocks, will not split, slide or rot in the sun.
- Flexible polyester textile provides the highest level of abrasion resistance.
- Removable Chafe Guard is ideal for anchor lines, power cords, pre-sliced eyes and other non-permanent installations. Polyester Hook & Loop fasteners provide easy and secure installation.

**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Twist braid tight while pushing line through open end of Chafe Guard. With softer lines, it may be helpful to use thread to pull end of line through Chafe Guard. A snug fit will decrease slippage.

   - Use holes provided to thread the tie through three-strand or braided line as shown in this exploded view. Tighten around outside of Chafe Guard to keep from slipping while in use. A splicing fid may be helpful with braided line.

** Removable Chafe Guard:**

1. Place Chafe Guard around the line in the desired location.
2. Close Chafe Guard tightly around the line using the Hook & Loop fastener.
3. Use the polyester cords to tighten the Chafe Guard ends around the line.
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